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Market Overview 
Yesterday, Hong Kong stocks gained along with other Asian markets, as 
investors focused on the improving health outlook of US President Donald 
Trump who tested positive for coronavirus on Friday. The Hang Seng 
Index was up 308pts to 23,767pts on the back of HSBC (5 HK) up 4% and 
AIA (1299 HK) up 3.7%. Daily turnover remained low at HKD92.5b. China 
consumer segment had a different performance, with China sportswear 
and hotpot stocks outperformed, of which, Li Ning (2331 HK) was record 
high.  

Sector News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Macau Gaming 
Total Macau visitation for the first 4 days of the Golden Week (GW)(until 4 Oct) declined 87% to 77,092 
arrivals with first, second, third and fourth day visitors 89%, 86%, 87% and 88% lower YoY. Mainland 
arrivals dominated total arrivals (94% of 4 day arrivals vs. 87% in 2019 GW), while non-Mainland arrivals 
declined 95% due to travel and quarantine restrictions. Assuming Golden Week GGR trend is the same as 
visitation number, the visitation number implies c.MOP150m/day during Golden Week. This is an 
improvement from MOP74M/ day for Sept. However, worth to notice that related players remain loss-
making based on estimated operators of MOP235-314m/day breakeven range, based on companies' 
commentary. 

Company News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

SMIC (981 HK) 
SMIC's share price slumped after the company confirmed that certain suppliers are required to apply for 
export license before exporting supplies to it. SMIC stated that they will continue to communicate with 
relevant U.S. government departments on the matter. Key downside risks include: (1) US-China trade 
negotiations could impact demand for customer end-products; (2) weaker-than-expected demand in 
smartphones and consumer electronics; and (3) trade negotiations could impact SMIC’s access to 
equipment. 
 
AIA (1299 HK) 
AIA's share price surged after an analyst reiterated its BUY rating and put it on Conviction List. In the 
report, it showed that AIA China delivered a 21% YoY increase in premium income in Aug, well ahead of 
the industry average (7%), and the leading Chinese life insurers. The analyst explained the gap in growth 
rate to AIA’s customer mix, which is predominantly in the high-end segment, vs. the mass-market 
segment in which most other listed Chinese life insurers operate. He believed the mainland China market 
will continue to show improvements in sales and expected AIA China to report +7% YoY VONB growth in 
2H20E. 
 
Hengan (1044 HK) 
Market believed investors' worry about rising wood pulp prices and online business retreat on Hengan is 
overdone. Its latest development and valuation is attractive enough for long-term investment. The 
company’s operation started to show a decent recovery since 2Q20, particularly sanitary napkins driven 
by premium Space 7 products. The growth momentum in 2H20 is expected to accelerate from 4.8% in 
1H20. Meanwhile, sanitary napkins strong growth could create a favourable backdrop for GPM expansion. 
Valuation-wise, the name is trading at 12x 2021E PER with 6% dividend yield. 
 



CRRC Times Electric (3898 HK) 
Its share price was up c.10% for a positive news that a planned A-share listing of the company on China’s 
STAR board, floating up to 241m new A shares, equivalent to c.20% of its existing share capital. Market 
hoped that the company will be better appreciated by A-share investors, which would in turn with a more 
favorable valuation. On the other hand, CRRC Times stated that the proceeds raised from the issue will 
be used for rail transit traction network technology and system R&D application project, smart rail transit 
bureau and smart urban rail key technology and system R&D application project etc.  
 
Flat Glass (6865 HK) 
Prices of 3.2mm/2.0mm PV glass per sq.m. rose from RMB26/22.5 in Aug to RMB30/24 in Sept on robust 
demand. With short supply intensifying further, the prices of new orders in Oct have continued to ascend 
to RMB35/28, far beating market expectations. Market expected the tight supply to continue into 2021E. 
Further, China has recently put forward its first-ever carbon neutral target at the UN General Assembly, 
and the EU also intends to substantially increase its 2030E carbon emission reduction target. As the non-
fossil energy with the greatest growth potential, the substantial bump-up in PV power generation should 
continue. Going ahead, policy tailwinds are expected to power the rapid growth of PV demand ahead. 
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